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Preface
Combinatorial Designs: A tribute to Jennifer Seberry
on her 60th Birthday
This special issue honors Professor Seberry on her 60th birthday, and it celebrates the contributions she has made to
combinatorial design theory.Amathematician can contribute to a ﬁeld in fourways: (a) by teaching, (b) by collaboration,
(c) through administration, and (d) by actually doing mathematics. Professor Seberry has excelled in all these areas.
Through her teaching, her ability to attract funding for speciﬁc projects, and her many collaborations, Professor
Seberry has greatly increased the amount of mathematical expertise dedicated to the study of combinatorial designs.
This special issue reﬂects her success at fostering new talent and inspiring other researchers. Many of the contributors to
this issue were her Ph.D. students, and those whowere not, have, with few exceptions, collaborated with her. Aside from
drawing others into the study of combinatorial designs and helping many of her students ﬁnd careers in mathematics,
Professor Seberry has most importantly been a force in encouraging a culture of collaboration and the sharing of ideas.
Professor Seberry has made numerous technical contributions to combinatorial design theory. Almost all of the
papers in this issue touch on ideas which she has helped develop. Her most famous theorem concerns the asymptotic
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existence of Hadamard matrices. Throughout her career, she has published a series of delightful constructions for
Hadamard matrices, and despite the recent revolutionary contributions to the existence question, Professor Seberry
remains the world’s foremost expert on Hadamard matrices.
Professor Seberry’s career in mathematics is not just a list of publications, or even a legacy of expertise passed
on to her students, it is an expression of shared experience and shared enthusiasm. Professor Seberry’s optimism and
mercurial sense of humor ensures that her many collaborators will always look forward to working with her.
This special issue is the result of many hours of work. The editors would like to thank the mathematicians who
submitted their work, and especially the late Professor Hammer and Katie D’Agosta for their patience and help.
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